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WATCH NOW

THE SUMMIT
The way we think about supply chains is reshaped by digital transformation and industry 4.0. Rethink:TMRW opens up new perspectives on how we
plan, manage and redefine end-to-end integration models in value chains for greater efficiency, flexibility, resiliency and safety.
This event incorporates thrilling keynotes, informative references and panel discussions with customers and experts from Track and Trace, Digital
Manufacturing and Asset Management will share their unique stories and offer valuable insights. Rethink:TMRW has networking at its core with
opportunities for casual conversations with some of the largest enterprises, global experts, solution providers and your industry peers.
Share your innovative ideas for building a sustainable future at Rethink:TMRW

Industry 4.0

Sustainability

Intelligent enterprises are building a digital
connection into their supply chain to improve
business performance, customer experiences
and efficiency. Industry 4.0 technologies
enabling this transformation include cloud
computing, edge computing, IoT and
industrial big data management.

There is 5.6x faster growth of sustainable
consumer packaged goods according to
the World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard.
It is driven in part by the increased demand
for responsibly sourced products and
services that reduce environmental impacts
and social inequities.

Regulatory Compliance
Governments continue to enact legislation to
protect their constituents as well as reduce
economic and health implications. Industry
stakeholders must comply with local rules in
countries where they do business.
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Smart Tracebility
Enterprises can reduce the risk of disruption
by having a high level of collaboration and
good supply chain visibility internally as
well as with stakeholders. Risks, such as
counterfeiting, quality damage, recalls and
unexpected events, cost time and money.

Topics
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Cloud Technology
Supply chains have not been linear for many
decades and cloud-based technology helps
companies migrate towards a connected digital
ecosystem to enable greater efficiencies and
agility. These “as-a-service” platforms remove
many of the barriers for businesses that were
unable to support the budget and staffing
required for enterprise-level systems.
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Mobile Business
Intelligence
Mobile solutions continue to be adopted to
improve efficiency and safety because lack of
access to good information can cause several
challenges, such as not having visibility into
operations. With the pandemic, remote
monitoring using mobile applications also
increased.
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DAY 1
08.00 - 10.00 						Welcome & Registration

15:15 - 16:00 						Alter Pharma’s FMD Journey with Movilitas						
									Juan Chia, CIO, Alter Pharma

10.00 - 10.45 						Opening
									Ettore Soldi, Managing Director, Engineering USA

16.00 - 16.30 						Coffee Break

									Stefan Hockenberger, Managing Director, Europe, Movilitas
10.45 - 11:30 						

What’s next for SAP Track & Trace

16.30 - 17.15 						

Safe and Secure Supply Chains to Enable Patient Safety

								

Sophie Molle, Senior Manager Healthcare Community

									Christoph Knak, Product Expert for Discrete Industries, SAP

									Engagement, GS1

11.30 - 12.15 						

17.15 - 18.00 						

The Journey of Implementing a Track and Trace System and 			

Implementing a National System in the UAE: Traceability 		

									Leveraging Run Support

									Requirements for Compliance

									Ozan Onat, Program Manager, UCB

									Carlos Rabadan, EU Delivery Lead, Movilitas
									Uwe Rauschenberg, Track and Trace Expert, Movilitas

12.15 - 13.45 						Lunch
18.00 - 18.15 						

Day 1 Wrap-up

									Stefan Artlich, Director and Global Process Owner Track & Trace, Bayer

18.30 - 22.00 						

Dinner & Get Together

									Andrew Robinson, Director, Packaging Design and Artwork, CSL Behring

									Featured by comic artist Daniel Stieglitz, music and more

13.45 - 14.30 						

14.30 - 15.15 						

eLeaflet Panel Discussion

Safer Vaccines for all - The Roadmap for TRVST

									Max Kabalisa, Manager, Digitalization and Traceability, UNICEF
									Grant Courtney, Consultant for UNICEF

DAY 1

DAY 2
08.30 - 09.00 						Coffee & Welcome

12:15 - 13:45 						Lunch

09.00 - 09.45 						What’s next for SAP Industry 4.Now

13.45 - 14.30 						

									

									Supply Chain Insights & Anticipate Problems

Matthias Deindl, SAP, Head of Industry 4.0 Center EMEA & India

AI and Simulation at GSK: How to Leverage Data to Optimize

									Learn about what’s coming for Digital Manufacturing Cloud, a 			

									Luigi Manca, Head of Simulation & Digital Twin,

									

									Industries eXcellence Global

roadmap overview and a short demo on how to connect to your 		

									supply chain and manufacturing world
14.30 - 15.00 						
09.45 - 10:30 						

Cultivating Sustainable, Productive Agriculture for Farmers 			

The Digital Transformation Journey

									Marco Steinkamp, Moderator

									and the Planet: Syngenta Invests In Innovative Technology

									

In this presentation, we will embark a journey into supply chain 		

									Thomas Horn, Business Architect, Syngenta

									and digital manufacturing technolgies

									Paul Harffrey, Global IT Product Digitalization, Syngenta
15.00 - 15.30 						
10.30 - 11.00 						Coffee Break
11.00 - 11.45 						

Closing of Rethink:TMRW

									Marco Steinkamp, Moderator

CoC Genealogy with Logistics Business Network - Material 			

									Traceability in a Multi-Partner Network
									Eric Ceccarelli, Business Area Manager MM, Richemont International SA
11.45 - 12.15 						

Connect with Supply Chain Partners and Realize True End-to-End

									Supply Chain Visibility with SAP LBN

DAY 2

Speakers

Eric Ceccarell

Ozan Onat

Stefan Artlich

Product Area Manager IT
Procurement, Richemont

IT Supply Chain Program
Manager, UCB

Director and Global Process
Owner Track & Trace, Bayer

Speakers

Andrew Robinson

Max Kabalisa

Grant Courtney

Director, Packaging Design and
Artwork, CSL Behring

Supply Chain Manager, Digitalization and
Traceability, UNICEF

Consultant for
UNICEF

Speakers

Christoph Knak

Matthias Deindl

Sophie Molle

Product Expert for Discrete
Industries, SAP

Head of Industry 4.0 Center
EMEA & India, SAP

Senior Manager Healthcare
Community Engagement, GS1

Speakers

Paul Harffrey

Thomas Horn

Luigi Manca

Global IT Product Digitalization,
Syngenta

Business Architect,
Syngenta

Global Director of Simulation & Digital
Twin, Industries eXcellence Global

Speakers

Ettore Soldi

Stefan Hockenberger

Marco Steinkamp

President & Managing Director,
Engineering USA

Managing Director, Europe,
Movilitas

Event Moderator,
Movilitas

Zebra

REA

i2b is a swiss-based international consultancy
with a focus on SAP ERP/IT projects and csv
support in the Pharmaceutical, Medical device
and Chemical industries. Whether these are
complex Divestment scenarios, smart tailormade SAP ERP product solution integrations,
Track&Trace implementations or Computer
Systems Validation their consultants have deep
and extensive understanding of the specific
business needs and requirements so they
are able to propose and implement the most
feasible, robust and viable solution.

Zebra Technologies is an innovator at the
edge with solutions and partners that enable
businesses to gain a performance edge.
Zebra’s products, software, services, analytics
and solutions are used to intelligently used to
connect people, assets and data to help our
customers. In a number of Industries make
business critical decisions. These Industries
include Retail, Healthcare, Manufacturing, Public
Sector, Hospitality, Transportation and Logistics
and Banking.

REA, founded 1982, operates in three
international business units under the umbrella
of REA Systeme. REA products and complete
solutions are developed and produced for the
most part on the REA headquarters in Muehltal
near Frankfurt am Main in the fields industrial
marking and coding, labeling technology, code
verification and cashless payment. The REA
Group owes its now more than three decades
of success their uncompromising commitment
to quality and continuous development of its
products. The name REA stands for innovative
technologies, future-proof solutions and
customer-friendly all-round service.

Partner
Sponsors

i2b

Domino

Uhlmann Group

The WIPOTEC Group is a leading global
provider of intelligent weighing and inspection
technology. Spurred on by our corporate
philosophy “Innovation. Passion. First.”,
we develop and produce unique machine
solutions and technologies for OEM and end
customers from a wide range of industries at
our headquarters in Kaiserslautern. As a sound,
founder-managed company with 30 years’
experience, we value enduring, long-term
partnerships and always put the customer first.

High quality coding is key to item-level
serialisation requirements worldwide in
various sectors & this applies to the smallest
packaging unit. From data management
through to distribution, the regulations and
directives - will demand a holistic review of
the industry. In turn, the role of a high-quality,
durable and identifiable code is crucial. Domino
offers solutions specifically tailored to the
requirements in the different industries. The
innovative coding and marking systems enable
compliance with validation requirements to the
good manufacturing practice (GMP) as well as
the implementation of the worldwide legislative
standards, such as the EU regulation 2016/161, 21
CFR Part 11, e-Pedigree, SFDA, ANVISA, CIP13,
ITS, TPD2, MDR, UDI, etc. Domino has become
the preferred strategic provider of identification
solutions for numerous manufacturing companies
and original equipment manufacturer (OEMs).

Uhlmann Pac-Systeme GmbH & Co. KG is
a leading global systems supplier for the
packaging of pharmaceutical products in
blisters, bottles, and cartons. In addition to its
innovative packaging lines, Uhlmann provides
consultation, project management, extensive
services and digital solutions from a single
source. The company is part of the Uhlmann
Group, which generated sales amounting to EUR
428 million with its workforce of around 2,600 in
the business year 2020/2021. Further members
of the Uhlmann Group are the companies Koch
Pac-Systeme based in the Black Forest, Cremer
Speciaalmachines in the Netherlands, Axito in
Poland, and Wonder Packing Machinery in China.
As of October 2019, appropriate elements of
central functions are pooled in the newly formed
Uhlmann Group Holding GmbH & Co. KG. Visit
Uhlmann Pac and Uhlmann Group for more
information.

Partner
Sponsors

WIPOTEC

Marketing Contact
Ramona Feser
+49 160 933 73 661
ramona.feser@movilitas.com

Sales Contact
Marco Steinkamp
+49 175 457 59 67
marco.steinkamp@movilitas.com

LOCATION

Frankfurt am Main, Area 3
Close to city center and airport
Yet surrounded by lush greenery
The Area3 offers a seamless infrastructure, stateof-the-art technology and a top location in
the heart of the Rhine-Main region - just a few
kilometers from the airport and Frankfurt city
center, yet in the middle of the green park area.

Directions and parking
A parking garage is available for guests of the area3.
For users of electric cars we have several parking
spaces with charging stations in the basement of the
parking garage.
You will then reach area3 through the park. Please
note: The entrance to the parking garage is located
at Robert-Bosch-Strasse 12. Please use this address
for your route with the navigation system.

HOTELS
Leonardo Royal Hotel
Mailänder Str. 1
60598 Frankfurt am Main
+49 69 68020 // +49 69 6802666
Website Link
DIWOTEL | Frankfurt Airport Dreieich
Robert-Bosch-Str. 5
63303 Dreieich
+49 6103 4400 1300
Website Link
Delta Hotels by Marriott Frankfurt Offenbach
Kaiserleistrasse 45, Offenbach am Main
Germany, 63067
+49 69 6681500
Website Link

Sponsors

Register.
Benefit from innovative ideas for building a sustainable future at Rethink:TMRW
SAVE YOUR SEAT

